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Online clinician communities: in the spotlight
Doximity’s recent $9.6B IPO signals:
• Accelerating growth in the online clinician
community landscape
• Rising popularity and public awareness of online
platforms for medical information-sharing
• Investment in the future of data mining and social
listening for medical insight generation

A closer look at Doximity’s rapidly growing network:

1.8

Million health care
professionals

U.S. health care
80% Ofprofessionals

NPs and physician
50% allassistants
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‘‘

Journals and medical societies provide medical consensus,
which provides credibility.… It’s more important for
entities like [medical professional associations] to
reinforce the medical consensus and separate themselves
from these [digital] platforms as a source of credible
information, [since they are peer reviewed.]”
Senior Executive,
Professional Medical Association
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How legacy assumptions around influence are changing

01

Status quo: The term medical evidence is synonymous with publications
published in peer-reviewed, often generated using randomized controlled trials

02

Status quo: Medical consensus is created primarily through the dissemination
of evidence from manufacturers and researchers to relevant HCPs

03

Status quo: Recognition that (KOLs) are no longer the sole means of
HCP-to-HCP influence

Evolution: Broader acceptance of the mosaic of evidence types including
RWE, PROs, meta-analysis

Evolution: Medical consensus is created by the circulation of various types of
evidence, increasingly via digital channels

Evolution: Digital Opinion Leaders (DOLs) emerging as a complement and
future alternative to traditional KOL model
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A closer look at the circulating landscape for evidence
Digital platforms for medical
information-sharing

Three ways that digital platforms are challenging
the traditional model of evidence dissemination:

MSL and rep
interactions

Journals
and medical
publications

Medical evidence

Peer
discussions

1

Platforms allow HCPs to discuss and debate
evidence from multiple sources in real-time

2

That commentary is directly informing HCP
decisions and becoming new evidence itself

3

Discussions are increasingly happening outside
of medical leaders’ vision and control

Conferences
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Social medicine: Digital platforms meet HCP needs
Two types of digital platforms for medical information-sharing:

Closed platforms allow HCPs to:
1

Stay current on emerging treatments by
sharing and debating new clinical evidence

2

Discuss complex cases and seek
second opinions from peers

3

Network across the country and world and
form relationships with a range of HCPs

Open platforms (e.g., Twitter, Clubhouse)
Do not require physicians to verify their credentials prior
to engaging in medical discussions; accessible to all

Closed platforms (e.g., Doximity, Sermo)
Requires physicians to verify their credentials prior to
engaging in medical discussions; exclusive communities
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Helping you focus on the platforms most relevant to you

Advisory Board’s
Online Clinician
Community Watchlist
provides a deep-dive
on three platforms
worth monitoring
Get access to this
resource today at
our booth
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The evidence and influence tipping point
Six factors contributing to the emergence of a new status quo

1

2

3

4

5

6

Accelerating pace of
medical knowledge
generation

Generational
shifts in the
HCP workforce

Increasingly
complex patients
not captured
in research

Growing HCP
preferences towards
practical content

Technologyenabled HCP
communication
at scale

Increasing wariness
of the traditional
KOL model

Covid-19 accelerated existing trends in medical knowledge transfer
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The promise and peril of these digital platforms
Our March discussion highlighted how conversations on digital platforms can provide important product
and customer insight
Untapped potential

Current barriers to success

Insight generation

External capabilities and regulations

• Surfacing market or customer needs
• Informing product development

• Adhering to regulatory requirements about
unsolicited HCP communications

• Identifying influential individuals in the field

• Data mining and social listening capabilities

• Gaining insight into perceptions of products

• Identifying real vs perceived influence

Customer engagement

Internal requirements

• Communicating scientific information

• Building brand reputation with HCPs

• Collaborating cross-functionally between
medical, commercial, and other stakeholders

• Advocating for product use and access

• Developing and implementing strategy

• Understanding preferred messaging

• Generating consensus and sign-off with legal
and compliance teams
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Don’t wait – engage today
Four imperatives for medical leaders’ insight generation and customer engagement strategies:

1

2

3

4

Identify prominent
channels in which
conversations
exist for your
products

Determine the scope
of your ambition with
digital platform
engagement

Assess how insights
from digital platforms
can augment product
lifecycle strategy

Collaborate across
functions while
cementing medical’s
role in platform
strategy
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Imperative #1

Identify relevant channels for your products and TAs
Five questions for medical leaders to consider:

1

2

3

4

5

Where are the
conversations
happening?

How often are the
conversations
happening?

How widespread or
concentrated are the
conversations?

Who is driving the
conversations
online?

How do people signal
that they are part of the
conversation?
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Imperative #2

Determine your ambition with platform engagement
Medical leaders must identify how and when they want to engage:

Social listener

Data miner

Insight integrator

• Identify platforms most relevant to
your products and TAs

• Assess different vendors for social
listening and data mining

• Lead a cross-functional platform
engagement strategy

• Monitor online conversations and
“influencers” periodically

• Engage legal and compliance
colleagues to understand practical
regulations and limitations

• Partner with platforms and vendors
to run robust analysis

• Ask your HCPs/KOLs how they
utilize platforms today

• Track platforms and HCPs on platforms

• Embed platform insights into
evidence generation and customer
engagement plans

Available at our booth: Advisory Board’s online clinician engagement archetypes infographic
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Imperative #3

Evaluate how insights can inform myriad product questions
Pre-clinical

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

• Understand unmet
treatment needs

• Understand
treatment
landscape to
improve product
positioning

• Identify
investigators for
trial expansion

• Identify and engage
with thought
leaders pre-launch

• Identify evidence
gaps and prioritize
new studies

• Improve patient
recruitment via
provider networks

• Understand
emerging
perceptions of
products

• Understand HCP
and patient
perceptions of
products

• Identify product
enhancements

• Gain insight into
physician and
patient
perspectives

• Inform trial design
and endpoint
selection

Questions to ask yourselves:
1.

Where in the product lifecycle would insight from digital platforms be (or would’ve been) most helpful to you and/or your team?

2.

How could insight from digital platforms strengthen your relationship with cross-functional colleagues?
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Develop and operationalize your online clinician community
engagement strategy
Visit our booth today to access these resources

• Excerpt: Online Clinician Community Watchlist
• Maturity Model: Online Clinician Community
Engagement Strategy

• Our Take: Online clinician communities: Why the
health care ecosystem needs to pay attention

Resources available through membership

• Decision Guide: Online Clinician Community
Engagement
• Readiness Assessment: Online Clinician
Community Engagement
• Online Clinician Community Watchlist
• Cheat sheet: Online clinician communities
• Key takeaways: How digital platforms impact HCP
evidence-gathering and influence networks

Want to learn more about our latest research?
Visit our booth or find any member of the
Advisory Board team to discuss.

• Report: Engaging clinicians in a digital world:
Lessons learned from Covid-19 and beyond
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MSLs can lead online clinician community engagement
New opportunities for impact
• Gain in-depth insight to better understand
your HCPs and customers
• Know what kinds of content resonate and
tailor your messaging accordingly
• Develop more meaningful interactions and
relationships with HCPs
• Generate more robust insights and add value
to the organization

Next steps for MSLs

• Ask your HCPs if and where they find
community online and collect data
• Practice social listening to identify where your
TAs are relevant and discussed

• Delineate when insights from online
communities are supplementary or net new
• Talk to your commercial colleagues to see if
and how they are monitoring these platforms
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ABOUT OUR RESEARCH

WHO WE SERVE

Advisory Board offers a subscription-based research service for medical, RWE,
and HEOR executives at leading life science, medical device, and health tech
firms. Through Advisory Board’s rigorous, objective research process and
expansive cross-industry relationships, we generate insights on health care
market dynamics and how they impact customer decision-making, in order to
catalyze a more compelling, holistic evidence strategy.

Hospitals • Health systems • Life
sciences firms • Post-acute care
providers • Medical groups • Digital
health companies • Health plans •
Health care professional services firms

OUR TRADITIONAL FOCUS AREAS

• How HCP and payer decision making is evolving
• The evolution of RWE strategies

• The increasing impact and influence of HTAs
• Clinical Trial innovation

To learn more about how we support
medical, RWE, and HEOR executives at
leading life science, medical device, and
health tech firms, visit us at
advisory.com/medicalleader

• The evolving role of medical affairs
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Learn more at

advisory.com/MedicalLeader
Download free content and learn how we support
life sciences medical leaders
Also, be sure to visit our booth for more resources
and to connect with our team!
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L E G A L CAV EAT
Advisory Board has made efforts to verify the accuracy of the information it provides to members. This report relies on data obtained from many sources, however, and
Advisory Board cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information provided or any analysis based thereon. In addition, Advisory Board is not in the business of giving legal,
medical, accounting, or other professional advice, and its reports should not be construed as professional advice. In particular, members should not rely on any legal
commentary in this report as a basis for action, or assume that any tactics described herein would be permitted by applicable law or appropriate for a given member’s situation.
Members are advised to consult with appropriate professionals concerning legal, medical, tax, or accounting issues, before im plementing any of these tactics. Neither Advisory
Board nor its officers, directors, trustees, employees, and agents shall be liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this report,
whether caused by Advisory Board or any of its employees or agents, or sources or other third parties, (b) any recommendation or graded ranking by Advisory Board, or (c)
failure of member and its employees and agents to abide by the terms set forth herein.
Advisory Board and the “A” logo are registered trademarks of The Advisory Board Company in the United States and other countries. Members are not permitted to use these
trademarks, or any other trademark, product name, service name, trade name, and logo of Advisory Board without prior written consent of Advisory Board. All other
trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos used within these pages are the property of their respective holders. Use of other company trademarks,
product names, service names, trade names, and logos or images of the same does not necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such company of Advisory Board and its
products and services, or (b) an endorsement of the company or its products or services by Advisory Board. Advisory Board is not affiliated with any such company.
IMPORTANT: Please read the follow ing.
Advisory Board has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its members. Each member acknowledges and agrees that this report and the information contained herein
(collectively, the “Report”) are confidential and proprietary to Advisory Board. By accepting delivery of this Report, each m ember agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein,
including the following:
1. Advisory Board owns all right, title, and interest in and to this Report. Except as stated herein, no right, license, permission, or interest of any kind in this Report is intended
to be given, transferred to, or acquired by a member. Each member is authorized to use this Report only to the extent expressly authorized herein.
2. Each member shall not sell, license, republish, or post online or otherwise this Report, in part or in whole. Each member sha ll not disseminate or permit the use of, and shall
take reasonable precautions to prevent such dissemination or use of, this Report by (a) any of its employees and agents (exce pt as stated below), or (b) any third party.

3. Each member may make this Report available solely to those of its employees and agents who (a) are registered for the worksho p or membership program of which this
Report is a part, (b) require access to this Report in order to learn from the information described herein, and (c) agree no t to disclose this Report to other employees or
agents or any third party. Each member shall use, and shall ensure that its employees and agents use, this Report for its int ernal use only. Each member may make a
limited number of copies, solely as adequate for use by its employees and agents in accordance with the terms herein.
4. Each member shall not remove from this Report any confidential markings, copyright notices, and/or other similar indicia here in.
5. Each member is responsible for any breach of its obligations as stated herein by any of its employees or agents.
6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the foregoing obligations, then such member shall promptly return this Report and all copies thereof to Advisory Board.
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